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APPROXIMATION BY INVERTIBLES
MICHAEL GARTENBERG
Abstract.
The uniform closure of the set of invertibles of certain C*algebras is characterized. It is shown that indices on §(C(A)), where A is a
closed annulus in the plane and on M2S xS have continuous extensions to

elements which are not invertible.

1. Introduction. It is well known that the set of invertible elements § in a
Banach algebra is open in the algebra. Feldman and Kadison have studied
the uniform closure of § where the algebra in question is ®(3C) [6].
Concerning C*-algebras, in general, less is known, and we discuss this
problem for certain function algebras.
A related problem is one which can be phrased very generally. Let & be a
C*-algebra with identity, and let § denote the set of invertibles in &. A
continuous homomorphism i of § into some discrete group ^D is called an
index on § . If r E ^D, we write §r = i~x(r). For any given index we can

define the set
% = | x £ § : there exists an e > 0
and a fixed r(x)
and for r(x) E ^

E "D : Nc(x)(x) n § C §rM),

we write %r = {x E %: r(x) = r}.

We consider the problem of determining % for certain C*-algebras whose
elements are symbols of operators on a Hilbert space. Coburn and Lebow
have considered the case of the usual index defined on the invertibles of the
Calkin algebra ® (%)/%
where 3C is a separable
set of compact operators on % . Here % = ^ [3].

The following is an immediate
Proposition

Hilbert space and 3C is the

result of the definition.

1. (i) If i' is defined on % by i'(x) = r(x), then /': % -» °D is

continuous, and i' restricted to § equals i. Each 3Cr is open in DC.
(ii) % is not necessarily closed under products, but if x E %y, y E %s and
xy E %, then xy E %r+s.
(in)8r%s
(iv)§r(%

c %r+s.
~ 9,)c3Cr+J

-

§r+s.

2. The algebra (f = C(T). Let S = C(T)be

the algebra of all complex-

valued continuous functions on the unit circle T. A function / E tf is
invertible if and only if / does not vanish on T. The winding number of the
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curve traced out by / G § (&) with respect
determines an index on § [2].

Theorem

2. Let i(f) = w.n.(f)

to origin, denoted

by w.n.(f)

be an index on <?(t£), and let §„(&)

= {/ G §(&): /(/) = «}. Then for any f G & - § (&), f G (1 JJ&),
that % = S .
Proof.

Let e > 0 be given, and set SE = {z G T: \f(z)\

so

< e}. Consider the

function <t>G C(T) defined as follows. For z G T - Se, 4>(z)= f(z);
z = e"" G 7, where 7, = {e,lJ: w0 < w < w,} is an arbitrary

for

interval of Se for

which f(eiu") = «M> and/(<?'"') = ee'"', let

<Ke'»)= e exp{/ ( ^^
The function

<J>G § (&), and ||/-

)(W- Uo)+ 0O J.

<#>||< 2e on T. Since e > 0 is arbitrary,

/GSTiTj.
The function <|>can have arbitrary index. For if i(<p) = n and k is any
integer other than n, the function <J>'G §(6£) defined by 4>'(z) = rf>(z) for
z G T — 7, where /, = {e'w: co0 < w < w,} is some fixed interval

of St, and

by
( \ 9Xe exp { zi -

90 ]

)
(cc - oiQ) + i90 },

[ [ wi " woJ

J

C00 < W < -r-

«f)'(z)= I

( ~4TTi(k - n) j

,

/ "o-wi

\\1

u0 + w,
-r-

<

W <

«,,

has index k, and ||/ - d>'|| < 2e on T. Since e > 0 and A: are arbitrary,

we

conclude that/ G fl„§„(&)■
Since every neighborhood of / contains invertibles of all indices, % = § .
We next recall some basic notions of Fredholm theory. An operator A in
% (%) is said to be Fredholm if the range of A is closed and dim ker A +
dim ker A * is finite. Atkinson has shown that these conditions are equivalent
to ttL4) being invertible in the algebra %(%)/%
where tt is the quotient
map [1]. The analytic index /an defined on the set of Fredholm operators ^
by iin(A) = dim ker A — dim ker A * is a homomorphism of1? onto the integers.
Now for <f>G C(T), the Toeplitz operator T^ is defined as follows: Let
L2(T) be the space of Lebesgue square-integrable functions on T with the
orthonormal
basis {e'"x, n G Z}. The subspace spanned by those emx for

which n > 0 is denoted by H2(T). The operator T^ is defined on H2(T) by
TJ' = P((j>f) where P is the orthogonal projection from L2 onto H2.
The Banach algebra

"3o generated

by Tz has been studied by Coburn

[2].

He has shown that <3d= {T^ + K: <j>G C(T), K compact) and that the
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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a Fredholm operator if and only if <bdoes not vanish on T and that i^T^)
equals the negative of w.n.(4>)with respect to the origin. Lastly, let the map p:
% _h, C(T) be given by p(T^ + K) = <p.It has been shown that the natural
cross section 5 of p is continuous. Thus for any component 6 of §(C(T)),

s(6) -sJC) [7].
These remarks together with Theorem 2 yield the following analogue of
Theorem 2 for the set of Fredholm operators f in "35.
Corollary

3. There is no possibility of continuously extending the analytic

index beyond *§.
Let Q be a compact set in the plane with interior whose boundary consists
of finitely many Jordan curves. If i is the index defined on §(C(Q))by
i(f) = 0, then % = § is always larger than § . The problem is to determine
§ . We limit ourselves to the following

Theorem 4. // £2is a set of the type described, then § C. § C. C(S2).
Proof. Let a be an interior point of £2.The function/(z)
= z - a in C(2)
has nonzero winding number along closed curves in £2 about the point a.
Hence / cannot be uniformly approximated by nonvanishing functions of

C(2).
On the other hand, if/ E C(£2) vanishes only on 3S2, then/ E §. For any
component G of S2 with interior and any e > 0, let / = {z E3 Q: |/(z)|
< e/2}. Then / = IJ,•/,• is a countable union of disjoint smooth curves. There
exist smooth arcs y, in C having as endpoints the endpoints of / such that on
the region R: bounded by / and y,, \f(z)\ < e. On each R. there is a
continuous function / satisfying flX = /j with the range of / on all of Rt
equal to the range of/on y,. The function/' defined by

is continuous and nonvanishing
e > 0 are arbitrary,/
E a.

Cf(z),

zEC-U/?,,

U(z),

z E Rt,

on Q, and ||/ — /'|| < 2e on (?. Since C and

3. The algebra (J = C(/4). We now describe an algebra for which there
exists a nontrivial index that can be continuously extended beyond § ((f). Let
A be the closed annulus in the plane centered at the origin with radii r = \
and r = 1. A function/ E (2 = C(A) is invertible if and only if/does
not
vanish on 4, and the winding number traced out by / with respect to the
origin along the curve r = \ determines an index on <?(&).

Theorem 5. For the index described, § ^X

Q § ^C(^).

Proof. If/ e C(A) vanishes only on dA, then by Theorem 4, / E g(6?).
The winding number of/along
r = \ is some integer, say n. It follows from
the continuity of the winding number that if g E § (<2) satisfies 11/ - gll < s
foror copyright
e > 0restrictions
sufficiently
small, seethen
w.n.(g) along r = | is also n. Hence,
License
may apply to redistribution;
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On the other hand, let g G C(A) be defined by g(re'e) = g(ew), {- < r
< 1; g(rew) = 0 for some fixed 9', and g(rew) i= 0 for 9 ^ 0'. It follows

from Theorem 2 that g G fl „§„(#), so that g G 3C. Hence, 3C C. S. Finally, it follows from Theoreni 4 that if h G C (/I) has an isolated zero at an
interior point of A, then h G %.
The elements of C(A) can be realized as symbols of operators on a Hilbert
space. Because of this, we can characterize a distinguished class of nonFredholm operators to which the analytic index can be continuously extended.

Let % = L2(A,dA) © H2(\T,d9), where L2(A,dA) is the Hilbert space of
all square-integrable functions on A with respect to area measure and H2(\T, dd)
is the Hardy space of all square-integrable functions on | T with respect
to normalized Haar measure. For <f>G C(A), M^ denotes the multiplication
operator on L (A,dA) induced by <pand T denotes the Toeplitz operator on

H2(\T,d9)
onX

induced by <#>
= <j>\,T.We shall denote by S. the operator M. © 7~

Lemma 6. For any <p,\p G C (A) the following properties hold:

(i) S; = 5?;
(ii) Sx<t>+lx^
= XS^ + jiS^for

any complex scalars X and u.;

M|N|=H5«)II=«
Proof, (i) and (ii) are direct computations; (iii) is a consequence of the
Douglas generalization of the Berg-Weyl theorem [5].

Theorem 7. The set S. = {S^ + K, K G fK('.X )} is a Banach algebra, and
the representation

of elements

of fcf as sums is unique.

Proof. It follows from the lemma that if the operators A and B are in (2,
then so are A + B, X ■A, and A*. Since T^T^ - T^ is a compact operator on
H2(\T,d9) [2], S^
- SH is in %(%), and 6£ is closed under multiplication. It remains to be shown that the algebra 6E is closed. By (iii) above, if a
sequence {S^ + Kn} is Cauchy, then so is {<?>,,}.
But then <£„—><J>
for some

<pG C(A). Again by (iii), S^ -> S^ so that Kn -> K for some K G %(%),
and & is closed. Lastly, the norm equality \\S^ + K\\ = [|<j>||implies that the
representation is unique.
Corollary
8. The map S^+ A<->(|> is an isometric *-isomorphism between
& / % and C (A). The operator S^ is Fredholm in iS. if and only if <$>
does not
vanish on A, and the analytic index on S^ equals minus the winding number of <$>
along r = | with respect to the origin.

Proof. The first remarks follow immediately from Proposition 6, Theorem
7, and Atkinson's characterization
of Fredholm operators. Since ind S\
= ind M^ -V ind T^ = 0 + w.n.(4>) [5], we have the index characterization of

the corollary.
Corollary
9. The analytic index on the set of Fredholms 3" C c3 can be
continuously extended to those elements of ff — l,'i whose symbols lies in '.K..

Proof. This is an immediate consequence
the map <j>—>S^ is continuous.

of Theorem 5 and the fact that
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4. The algebra 6£ = M2 xS . We will consider S2 as the one point compactification of the plane and Sx the unit sphere |z| = 1. We shall study the
C*-algebra & = A//2*5' of 2 X 2 matrix-valued functions on S2 X Sx in the
matrix supremum norm. This algebra can be identified as the symbol space of
the algebra % of 2 X 2 systems of singular integral operators. We briefly
describe this latter algebra and refer the reader to [4] for details.
Let "5/ denote the Fourier transform of the function f(x) E L2(R2). The
algebra *$ is generated by 2 X 2 systems of (a) the multiplication operators
Mr <pE C(5'2), (b) <$-]Mkix'S' where k(x) E C(SX) is homogeneous of
degree zero, and (c) the ideal % of compact operators on L2(R2) © L2(R 2).
The symbol map o on <$>given by
o(Mj)

= <t>(x),

x E S2;

o(<5-xMk<5) = k(9),
o(K) = 0,

9 E S1;
ATcompact;

can be extended to a *-homomorphism from all of % onto M2 xS and has
a continuous cross section. An operator in % is Fredholm if and only if its
symbol has nonvanishing determinant on S2 X Sl, and two Fredholm
operators are homotopic if and only if their symbols, considered as matrix
functions from S2 X S] into GL2, the general linear group of all 2x2
nonsingular matrices, are homotopic.
An index i: § = GL2 x -» Z is determined as follows. If for / E §, we
write / = pu, where p is positive and
lu\

ui\

_ ,rs2xs'

the 2x2
unitary matrices in § , then the map y(u) = (ux, u2) determines an
element of | S3 x . Now tt0(S3
) ^ Z, and we define /'(/) = [y ° u]
E tt0(S3
), where [y =>u] denotes the class of y ° u in tt-qCS13X ) [9].
We note that it is immaterial whether the "top" or "bottom" row map is
used to define the index. For

/«
\y

£\
8)

/o i)/r
ll 0/U

s\
Pi

and U = (° 0) is unitary. If we write U = e'H for some Hermitian H, then
U, = e"H is a homotopy between U and the identity.
Theorem 10. For the algebra & = M2s2xS\ where § = GLf2xS' and for the
index i described above, % =£ § .
Proof. We shall describe a class of elements contained
Consider those elements in M2 xS of the form

/«(,)
\B(x)

7W\
r(x)

j
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where a(x) > m > 0, r(x) >\B(x)\

and m > 3\\r\\x. If t(x) = 0 on S2 X

S1, then h G §. On the other hand, h(x) > 0 so that A G g. Now if
\\pu - h\\ < e for
/> = (

I Pi Pi)

positive

and
/ w,

w2\

M*= U

«J unitary'

then
|^3|<|^3

~ (£"l

+ ™3)| +"|£| + M<

e +||T||oo.

Hence,
|a«2|<|(p3

- 0w4) - aw2| + |p3 - £w4|< 2e +1^^.

It follows that

INL^K'U^

+||«"1LIITL<(6e+ m)/3m-

If e > 0 is chosen so that e < m/3, then \\u\ln < 1. This implies that the range
of y ° u* is not all of S3. Therefore, /(«*) = ~i(u) = [y ° u*] = 0, since y is
a homeomorphism. Hence if e < m/3, h is an element of %0 - §0.
It follows from Proposition 1 that %r — §r is nonempty for all r.
Corollary
11. There exists a continuous extension of the analytic index on
the set of Fredholm operators <5rin ® to a class of operators in ?F — Vf.

Proof. The analytic index ;an on *%is given by a ° i, where a is-the symbol
map and i is the topological index on GL2 x . Since a has a continuous cross
section, ian can be continuously extended to those operators in W — ^ whose

symbols lie in %.
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